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SUMMARY

A detailed helicopter-mounted airborne electro 
magnetic survey was carried out by Aerodat Limited in 
March, 1978 for Amax Minerals Exploration in the area 
north of Tashota Lake, Ontario.

The results of the survey indicate the presence 
of five conductive horizons which display responses 
characteristic of bedrock conductors. Magnetic corre 
lation and short strike length lend encouragement to 
massive sulphides being the source of two of these 
conductive zones.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results obtained from a 
radar-navigation controlled helicopter electromagnetic 
survey in the Tashota Lake area of Ontario. The survey 
represents detailed EM coverage of an area previously out 
lined as being of geophysical interest.

Accurate flight line positioning (125 metre spacing) 
was made possible through a sophisticated radar-navigation 
system, the outcome of combining the Motorola Mini-Ranger III 
positioning system, and the Aerodat-Perle navigational, guidance 
and data acquisition system.

The claim group consists of 22 contiguous claims, 
the details of which can be found in Appendix I.

The claim block is located approximately 40 miles 
north of Jellicoe, and approximately 150 miles northeast of 
the city of Thunder Bay and access is readily gained via 
float or ski-equipped aircraft from Jellicoe, Geraldton or 
Nakina.

II. PREVIOUS EXPLORATION

There is no record of previous ground work in the 
Assessment Files Research Office in Toronto. Kennco flew 
an airborne magnetometer survey over this area in 1952. 
Evidence of old hand trenching is found in the southern 
parts of the claim group.

III. GEOLOGY

According to ODM Map P. 1092 the claim group is 
underlain by a sequence of intermediate to mafic flows and 
tuffs having a generally northwesterly strike, with a thin 
intermediate to felsic unit crossing the southwest corner of 
the property. A thick diabase dyke with a strike around WNW 
cuts the volcanics in the northeast corner of the property. 
A series of thick, usually magnetic quartz gabbro dykes, older 
than the diabase, has since been recognized with northerly to 
northeasterly (occasionally northwesterly) strikes. Granite 
dykes in the west central part of the property suggest the 
granite batholith occurs closer to the west boundary than 
shown on published maps. Recent work has also located a 
sedimentary carbonate unit with a northwesterly strike in the 
southwestern part of the group.
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IV. SURVEY EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES

Survey equipment consisted of a Geonics EM-33-1 electro 
magnetic system operating at 736 Hz, a Barringer AM-104 proton 
precession magnetometer, a Motorola Mini-Ranger III positioning 
system (MRS III), an Aerodat-Perle navigational guidance and data 
acquisition system, a Hoffman radar altimeter, a Geocam 35 mm 
flight path camera, and a Barringer 8-channel analogue recorder. 
This system was installed in a Bell Jet-Ranger helicopter.

The survey was flown at a line spacing of 125 metres. 
Survey airspeed averaged about 70 mph, and the aircraft main 
tained an average terrain clearance of 235 feet, with the 
magnetometer sensor located on a tow cable 50 feet below the 
aircraft and the EM bird 100 feet below, or approximately 135 
feet above the gound.

Survey navigation was controlled by an MRS III position 
ing system. The MRS III, operating on the basic principle of 
pulse radar, uses a transmitter (located in the aircraft) to 
interrogate the reference station transponders. The elapsed 
time between the transmitted interrogation produced by the 
transmitter and the reply received from each transponder is 
used as the basis for determining the range to each transponder. 
This range information, displayed by the MRS III together with 
the knoivn location of each transponder, is trilaterated to 
provide a position fix of the helicopter. The MRS III operates 
at line-of-sight ranges up to approximately 39 kilometers and, 
with appropriate calibration, the probable range measurement 
accuracy is better that 3 meters (10 feet).

Processing of the range information is automatically 
accomplished by microprocessor in the DAC-NAV system to 
produce a flight-line direction, distance along the flight- 
line and deviation from proposed line. On completion of a 
proposed line, the guidance system indicates a turn and the 
next line at a predetermined line spacing.

MRS III range information is recorded digitally on tape 
and is subsequently computer processed and plotted to produce 
maps showing the actual flight-path. Flight-path was also 
recorded manually by the operator-navigator, and automatically 
by a 35 mm Geocam sequence camera.

Aerodat personnel involved in the survey were:

W.P. Boyko Party chief
Chester Bassani Operator/navigator
D. Moisey Systems consultant
Mason Watt Pilot
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V. DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION

The airborne EM survey and results, together with a 
location map, are presented in Figure l at a scale of 1:4800.

Initially, a flight path map was created from the 
edited and smoothed MRS III data. Manual fiducials recorded 
over recognizable terrain features are shown, together with 
principal topographic features and the claim boundaries.

The in-phase and quadrature EM readings (with a 0.6 sec. 
time-constant) are then plotted as profiles along each flight 
line, using a vertical scale of l ppm of the primary field equal 
to 3 mm. The zero level for each trace is set using the back 
ground observed at the end of each line.

The locations of significant anomalous responses 
are shown as a circle, with the in-phase amplitude displayed in 
ppm and the computed apparent conductivity-thickness shown by a 
graphic representation.

It should be noted that the apparent conductivity- 
thickness (o-t) is computed using the phasor diagram for a 
narrow vertical dike of infinite extent in free space, shown 
as an inset in Figure 1. The relationship of apparent ot to 
the true value depends upon how closely the body approximates a 
sheet-like form, and upon hoi* nearly at right angles its strike 
direction is to the flight line of the aircraft.

For ease of comparison, the derived conductivity- 
thickness value is divided into 10 ranges (as shown on the map 
legend) and the range (rather than the actual value) is 
indicated graphically on the AEM map. While high conductivity- 
thickness values are generally associated with good bedrock 
conductors such as graphite or massive sulphides and low values 
with overburden sources, anomaly amplitude, shape and persistence 
are equally important in the subsequent evaluation of the AEM 
anomalies.

Individual zones of interest have been outlined and 
numbered. The interpreted axis of a particular conductor is 
indicated by heavy dashed lines.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The Aerodat survey delineated 5 significant bedrock 
conductors which are discussed in detail below. Other weak 
responses were detected, but these are not presently con 
sidered of interest.

Zone 1-1

Located in the northwest corner of the claim group, 
this zone is difficult to assess adequately without further 
information to the north. It does, however, appear to be a 
definite bedrock conductor of less than 1200' strike length 
with intermediate conductivity-thickness and possible corre 
lation with a weak magnetic anomaly. Both responses comprising 
this two-line conductor indicate a fair depth to the conductive 
source ( ^^ 150'). This should be borne in mind when following 
up on the ground with HEM. A second priority rating is 
assigned and follow-up should be concentrated on Anomaly C, 
line 3.

Zone 1-2

This is a short, isolated, definite conductor coincident 
with a zone of moderate magnetic activity. Good conductivity 
displayed by Anomaly D on line 6 mades this a promising target. 
Follow-up should be initiated over the above-mentioned anomaly. 
First priority is assigned to this zone.

Zone 1-5

Though this zone falls within a region of intense 
magnetic activity there does not appear to be any direct magnetic 
correlation with the EM responses. The shape of the EM response 
is consistent with the conductor dipping to the east. Best 
conductivity is displayed by Anomaly A on line 17. At this 
location the conductor appears to be near surface. Additionally 
there is a suggestion here that two conductors are present. 
First priority is assigned to this zone and initial follow-up 
should be concentrated on Anomaly A on line 17.

Zone 1-4

The helicopter EM survey disclosed essentially a single 
conductive trend, accompanied by a separate weak quadrature 
response to the west. This zone was originally interpreted from 
the INPUT survey as consisting of two parallel trends. It is 
inferred that the second INPUT trend is reflecting a fluctuation 
in overburden thickness rather than a bona fide bedrock response.

Zone 1-4 is closely coincident with a magnetic high and 
is of relatively short strike length. Best conductivity- 
thickness is evident at the southern end of the conductor where 
a value of 8 mhos is obtained.
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Ground follow-up of this zone should be focused on 
Anomaly C on line 17. Lines cut to investigate this zone 
can be extended to the east to cover Zone 1-3 in the vicinity 
of Anomaly A line 17. A second priority rating is assigned to 
Zone 1-4.

Zone 1-5

This zone, approximately 1500' long, is attractive 
because of its relative isolation from regional conductive 
trends to the south and a directly coincident magnetic response 
of 200 gammas. The zone displays best conductivity, and is 
shallowest, in the vicinity of Anomaly B on line 16; consequently 
initial follow-up should begin here. This zone is assigned first 
priority.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of this detailed airborne electromagnetic 
coverage, five conductive trends have been resolved with a 
high degree of precision.

Limited ground follow-up consisting of two to three 
lines of dual-frequency HEM and magnetics over the best portion 
of each conductor is recommended before a decision as to drilling 
is made. Zones 1-2 and 1-3 are deemed to have the best potential 
for a massive sulphide source.
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REggptT,

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSlONiflTCr,

Type of Sniwy 

Township or A r 
Claim holders).

Airborne EM

Willett Lake Area
Potash Limited

7 King Street E., Toronto, Ontario

A. H. Watts -——^^-^——^— 
Toronto, Ontario^^^^^^^^^^^^

Covering Dates of *~™~y **rch. 1978 " February, 1979
(linecutting to office)

Total Miles of Line cut________________________

Author of 
Address

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic.
—Magnetometer—

—Radiometric——

—Other-————

DAYS 
perdaim

Geological.

Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer____Electromagnetic Radiometric ____
(enter days per claim)

February 27/79 
DATE:______._____ SIGNATURE:.

Author of Report or Agent

PROJ ECTS SECTION 
Res. Geol. Qualifications.

Previous Surveys

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by. .date.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix) (number)

(see attached list)

1
If 
0

l

TOTAL CLAIMS 22



SELF POTENTIAL

Instrument_________________________________________ Range.
Survey Method ______________________________________________

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC

Instrument ̂ ——
Values measured.

Energy windows (levels)_____________________________________ 
Height of instrument______________________________Background Count. 

Size of detector___________________________________________ 

Overburden ____________________________________________—
(type, depth — indude outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 

Type of survey—————————————————————————————————— 

Instrument __________________________________i— 
Accuracy—————————————————————————————————————
Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS
Type of *..™.y(.) V* Survey
Instrument^) Geonics EM-53-1

(specify for each type of survey)
"2 l'!-""

Accuracy.
(specify for each type of survey)

Aircraft ...^ Bell Jet Ranger II helicopter-——————
Sensor -i*i*..H- 41 m above the grpund
Navigation and flight path recovery ™^ Mptorola Mini-Ranger III/Aerodat Perle guidance system

.. c . . , 72 m .. 0 12S m Aircraft altitude—————————————————————————————————Line Spacing——————
Miles flown over total area______637 ^______________Over claims ™,ly 2Q lin^ miles



SCHEDULE OF MINING CLAIMS 

857-01 - WILLET-1

TB - 471522

471523
471524
471525
471526
471527
471528
471529
501280 .
501281
501282
501283
501284
501285
501286
504529
504530
504531
504532
504533
504534
504535

Total

Willett Lake Area

Days .

40
40
40
40
40
40

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40.
40

40
40
40
40
40
40

40

880 days

(22 claims)


